Experience
CapitalOne UK Software Engineer

May ‘21 - Now

Working in a developer-tooling team; creating infrastructure, internal
developer tools, and sharing knowledge of AWS Cloud solutions. This role
covers some DevRel and developer advocacy work through encouragement
and support of migrations to AWS Cloud services from on-prem.

Additionally working on tooling to simplify developer experience, and
providing dev resources when capacity allows; all while providing training
where required, and ensuring developers are onboarded in an industrycompliant way.


An ambitious, curious, and
challenge-driven developer
from Mauritus (an island off
the coast of Madagascar) 





When not assisting with migration and CICD pipeline work, I work on tools
ranging from package-management, chrome extension, dev-env
automation, and more.

Distinction Ltd Software Engineer

Jun ‘20 - Jul ‘21

Worked with clients across a wide range of domains, to create, maintain,
and migrate their websites . As a software engineer at Distinction, I work
mostly with Kentico CMS, C# (with .NET Framework), NodeJS, as well as
the front-end technology stacks.

I am driven by opportunities of
innovation, knowledge sharing
and documentation, and have
a passion for providing the
best user experience.

My interests consists of a mix
of front-end design,
frameworks like Next.js,
developer tooling, and cloud
infrastructure.

I contributed towards the creation and release of a major client website,
worked with clients to resolve is sues and implement changes that lead to
more efficient and stable products, and initiated process changes based on
recommendations I made to simplify development and enable cost- saving.
During my time at Distinction, I continue to upskill in Kentico, Pantheon, and
Umbraco CMS.

ERT Associate Software Developer

Aug ‘18 - Jul ‘19

I had the opportunity to work as part of the research and development team
at ERT during a year-long placement where my duties included; feature
design and implementation, as well as maintaining databases. Further to
these, I was able to put my knowledge of JavaScript, C# and .NET to use in
a larger scale product, while learning how to make these more efficient.

ProjectFunction Ltd Co-Founder/Educator

Jul ‘18 - Jul ‘21

Created opportunities for people to learn and get into the tech industry by
providing free courses to those who are underrepresented in the field. As
the primary developer, I developed and maintained both the product
website and the learning hub, which were originally in PHP, but later
migrated to Next.js. This role also involved working with industry partners
and sponsors, to negotiate and form collaborations.
darylcecile@gmail.com
darylcecile.net
@daryl-cecile
darylcecile
London/Remote
(+44) 0770 369 3197

Code-First:Girls Coding Coach

Mar - Jun ‘16

Worked as a team to provide coding assistance and mentorship to students
aged 17+ with JavaScript, PHP, CSS, and HTML. Assisted students in
acquiring skills to write efficient code, as well as providing implementation
methods for their individual project ideas. In some cases, the individual has
gone away to launch their startups, based on the ideas and guidance.

Education
Nottingham Trent University

BSc Computer Science

Was enroled into
Programming Fundamental
Internet Applications Programmin
Practical Project Management and Professional Developmen
Information and Database Engineerin
Mobile Application Development

Competencies
SCSS
React

Next.js
SQL

TypeScript
French

NodeJS

C# .NET

PHP
Spanish

Python

SH

AWS*

References
Paul Jackson

PENDING

Current Manager

+44 0778 035 2213

Rizwana Khan
Co-Founded ProjectFunction together

Billy William

+44 0771 807 0894

Ex-Line manager at Distinction

+44 0795 600 7228

Terri Roberts
Colleague when I worked at Distinction

Carl Marsay

+44 0730 675 0203

Ex-manager at ERT
darylcecile@gmail.com
darylcecile.net
@daryl-cecile
darylcecile
London/Remote
(+44) 0770 369 3197

Interested in projects im
currently working on? Check it
out on my site:

